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HEN A P R E S I D E N T I A L debate commences, an unnerving
sense of vulnerability materializes onstage. The candidates
cannot access their advisors, hide behind their reputations,
or buy their way out with their tens of millions of dollars. The candidates are presented unaided for direct public scrutiny. Anything, it
seems, is possible. And this seeming unpredictability excites voters,
who have tuned in to see the candidates face off for the first time in
the competition for the White House.
But most viewers are soon disappointed. The appearance of vulnerability and spontaneity is just a mirage. Weeks earlier, the Republican and Democratic candidates secretly determined every element
of the presidential debates, from selecting compliant moderators to
excluding other candidates to prohibiting candidate-to-candidate
dialogue. And having eliminated the factors that engender real and
unrehearsed debate, the two candidates now safely deliver their prepared speeches and prepackaged sound bites. The two candidates
safely spout the focus group-tested rhetoric of their increasingly
unpopular parties, rather than actually debate each other or debate
articulate third-party challengers. The two candidates focus on language that resonates with senior citizens in Florida, rather than raise
new and refreshing ideas.
Americans are getting tired of these manufactured bipartisan
press conferences, and they are turning off their television sets. In
1980, 60 percent of American households tuned in to the presidential debates; in 2000, less than 30 percent of American households
tuned in to the sanitized debates. Twenty-five million fewer people
watched the 2000 presidential debates than watched the 1992 presidential debates.
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CONCLUSION

Most voters don't know why debate discourse has eroded, or
why many intriguing candidates are excluded, or why Jim Lehrer
moderates all the debates, or why participating candidates can't ask
each other questions. The reason is the Commission on Presidential
Debates—and it avoids public censure by deceiving the American
people. The CPD claims to be nonpartisan, but it is bipartisan. It
claims to serve voters' interests, but it really serves the colluded interests of the Democratic and Republican parties. The CPD claims to
maximize voter education, but it really excludes popular third-party
candidates with new ideas. The CPD claims to establish revealing
debate formats, but it really permits the candidates to put on orchestrated news conferences. The CPD claims to raise civic donations, but
it really funnels bipartisan corporate contributions. The CPD claims
to strengthen democracy, but it does the opposite: it undermines
voter choice, voter confidence, and voter participation.
The CPD's determination to ensure that Republican-Democratic
interests trump the wider democratic process stems from breathtaking political arrogance. Most CPD officials and their supporters
have deep-seated contempt for third-party candidates. At a hearing
on presidential debates, Senator Pat Roberts, an avid CPD supporter,
described third-party challengers as "candidates who stand for green
leafy vegetables of some kind."1 Theo Lippman Jr., a retired editorial
writer for the Baltimore Sun and a CPD supporter, wrote that Nader
and Buchanan "aren't really candidates in the traditional sense" but
rather "extremist pamphleteers 'running' for personal aggrandizement only" and therefore "the political equivalent of a circus sideshow's bearded lady or alligator man."2
Republican-Democatic contempt for third-party candidates is, in
some respects, a natural consequence of an illegitimate duopoly; it
comes as no surprise that many elected officials denigrate third-party
threats to justify arbitrary exclusion. But CPD officials and their supporters are not just contemptuous of third-party candidates. They're
also contemptuous of you.
Most CPD directors and debate negotiators come from opposing
political parties and various occupations, but they share a certain
disdain for us, the American voter. These leaders of the political establishment believe that Americans cannot handle a real democracy—it
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would be hazardous for the country. They don't think you should be
presented with all the candidates you want to see because you might
vote for the "wrong" one. They don't think you should ask unfiltered
questions of the participating candidates because you might ask a
"silly" question. Instead, to help us navigate the democratic process,
these Republican and Democratic operatives have erected a bounded
democracy that allows vying forces to collude in order to eliminate
all other competition and unpredictable questions.
In doing so, the CPD contradicts two fundamental principles of
the democratic process—that the marketplace of ideas should noj
Secensored and that the power to choose public servants belongs
to thepeople. "Whenever the people are well-infQrmed, they can be
trusted with their own government," said Thomas Jefferson. Whether
the two-party system should be strengthened or permanent multiple
parties should be established, allowing voters to see the candidates
they want to see discussing issues they want to hear about is a precondition to an authentic representative democracy;
It's time to take back our democracy from calculating political parties. It's time to let voters regain influence over the election process,
not just the election. It's time to have a debate sponsor—a Citizens'
Debate Commission—that expands, rather than diminishes, the
role of the voting public. It's time to demand unscripted and open
presidential debates, with the range of debate reflecting the composition of the electorate.
The current undemocratic setup will change when the American people discover who is force-feeding them narrow subjects of
discourse. When the CPD no longer can deceive, it becomes inoperative. Fahrenkopf said, "We can only do it because people believe
we have integrity and there is stature to us." Janet Brown said, "It is
very important that the debate sponsor can be trusted, and as soon
as that sponsor's credibility is ruined, they can no longer sponsor
the debates."3 Let's hope so.

